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You change your clothes daily (hopefully), but your bag and 
wallet go with you every day. With our minimalist designs, you 

can do your thing without looking like you take yourself too 
seriously. No one wants that.

Since 2004, weʼve been doing our darndest to create high 
quality, timeless leather goods that don't cost the earth.

Status anxiety - do you have it?
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We’ve always been about quality over quantity, and 
letting the  leather’s inherent awesomness do the talking. 

 
Every Status Anxiety piece is handcrafted in ethically 
sourced, predominantly European and Brazilian leather. 

And rest assured, no rare or endangered animals are 
harmed in the process.  



‘

Status anxiety is worrying too much about how we’re doing 
compared to those around us.

We’re all prone to doing it (even if just a lit tle bit) on things 
like appearance, job titles or possessions. 

In a nutshell weʼre for doing this less, for a life lived simply, 
and a focus on things that last.
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The ‘Last of our Mountains’ SS19 collection is an all pervasive destructive 
romance, driven by the final assault to prevail over the proclivity to 
someone or something.  

Featuring new categories, hardware, leather colours and stitch detailing. 
The ‘Last of our Mountains’ collection rises abruptly to join the existing 
range of minimalist leather goods. 



Every Status Anxiety bag is deceptively functional 
and handmade from top-notch, won’t fall apart, gasp 
worthy leather (predominantly from Europe and Brazil) 
to journey well with you through all life’s wanderings. 

Very handy if you’re about to engage in an epic quest 
across the astral plains on foot, pursued by foul beasts.

Unlikely you think? We like to be prepared. 
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APPOINTED

When you don’t know what life is going to throw at you but you’ve 
gotta be ready for it anyway. Beautifully minimalist, it’s the perfect 
carry all tote.

SOME SECRET PLACE

Take me to Some Secret Place.  Made from luxuriously thick Italian 
leather, this slouchy tote is one of our best selling crossbody bags.

BEST L IES

There’s no denying the humble bum bag has a shady past... 
but times are a changing. Featuring a wide opening main zip 
compartment, gunmetal hardware and secret stash back zip 
pocket.

THE ORACLE

The Oracle crossbody bag fits any of our wallets and suitable for 
the security conscious with its zip close top inside and easy snap 
close front flap.

WAR WITH OBVIOUS

The War With Obvious is a retake of our best selling Wanderer 
bag. It’s slimmer, lighter and wider opening, and with a hidden 
external magnet close slider pocket. 

THE ASCENDANTS

The Ascension happens one little victory at a time. This crossbody 
bag includes a secret magnet close stash zone for your phone and 
an internal zip pocket.

NEW

NEW NEW
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AT A LOSS

AAL is that noise you make when you flip your hair and walk 
away dramatically.  It also stands for At A Loss, our  wide opening 
slouchy crossbody bag.

LAST MOUNTAINS

The Last Mountains bag with its taller silhouette is the perfect day-
to-night companion and can be worn over elbow, shoulder or 
body (with long strap).

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW



CULT

This is it. You’ve defeated many foes, passed all the tests.  With the 
Cult crossbody bag you’re a shadow, a part of the night, darkness 
itself.

IN HER COMMAND

Taking no prisoners, the In Her Command bag will bring you into 
subtle and complete submission with her slim silhouette and rock- 
and-roll attitude.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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SUCCUMB

Succumb has enough room to carry all your essentials including 
any wallet in our collection.  And the fancy magnet close flap will 
have you opening and closing your new crossbody bag just for the 
hell of it.  If it feels right, don’t think twice.

NEW

OCT

RACKETEER

The ideal bag for your next fraudulent and dishonest business 
dealing. The Racketeer backpack has two separate pockets on 
the front as well as separate slider pocket and zip pockets on the 
inside. The perfect bag for covering your tracks.
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DEEP END

Made for those of us now in the deep end of raising little people 
(and singles wanting more space just for themselves). This carry- 
all weekender or baby/nappy bag has enough pockets to keep 
everything in just the right place.

EXILE

Unapologetically badass with its oversized front zipper puller. 
Perfectly teamed with your effortless attitude, Exile is one serious 
crossbody bag.

WASTELAND

The Wasteland crossbody tote is equally at home from Milan to the 
meatpacking district. With enough space to store all your gear in 
seclusion for years (not recommended).

NEW

FORCE OF BEING

The Force of Being bag combines the best of premium materials 
and uncomplicated design. With a wide opening main 
compartment and secret zipper stash panel on the outside it’s the 
perfect everyday bag.

PREMONITION

Don’t ask us why, but the premonition crossbody bag is the perfect 
bucket bag for just such an occasion. Constructed with premium 
Italian leather and with a generous base and top so you can easily 
find that lost bobby pin amongst all the other ‘valuable’ stuff inside.

LOVE AND L IES

Love and Lies is the perfect everyday bag to carry you through the 
seasons, allowing you to remain awesome without all the hoo-ha.



FALL  OF HEARTS

Some things are inevitable. The Fall of Hearts is made of soft 
Nubuck leather and with a no fuss attitude. This generously 
proportioned bag is perfect for everyday use.

SUCCESSION

This wide opening and spacious duffle is just the right size to make 
the most of aircraft cabin limits, and the thick padded detachable 
shoulder strap and handle straps make for more comfortable 
travels.

DISTANT LOVER

Long distance relationships usually suck right? Well this Distant 
Lover does not disappoint. You’ll be loving this crossbody bucket 
bag in all the right ways.

GWYNETH

Made with premium Italian leather on one side and printed 
cowhide fur on the other, you can fold her either way. Detachable 
long strap for a clutch.

PEOPLE L IKE US

The PLU bag is perfect for your daily travels in comfort, practicality 
and of course super-awesome appearance.  It’s the bag to journey 
well with you through all of life’s wanderings.

F IRE ON THE VINE

For when the fire has set in and all will be lost. The Fire on the 
Vine tote is for the quick getaway, with its wide opening main 
compartment and zipper to seal it all up.
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P LUNDER

A violent and dishonest acquisition. The plunder crossbody bag 
will keep your goods locked up in its compact form. 

NEW

OCT



Flabbergasting - Good word isn’t it?

Sort of happy and shocking at the same time. 
Here’s some women’s leather wallets that have been putting 

the flabber back in people’s gasts for a lit tle while now. 

Every wallet with our logo on it is made with the goodness of 
full grain Italian, French or Brazilian leather.
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I S  NOW BET TER

With this new addition to our classic collection, now is better. With 
full functionality (card slots, banknote space and easy access 
outside zip pocket for coins) the Is Now Better wallet wraps it all 
up in a beautifully minimalist and compact silhouette.

SOME T YPE OF LOVE

Some things are clear-cut, but love isn’t one of them. The Some 
Type of Love wallet is defined by its soft hand-feel and convenient 
magnet snap closure.

TRIPLE  THREAT

Made from soft shrunken pebble leather and rose gold YKK 
hardware and packed with an intense amount of functionality - this 
one isn’t taking any prisoners. 

REMNANT

The Remnant wallet features our double magnet flap closure on 
the front and phone slider pocket on the back... perfect for a quick 
getaway. One of our most spacious, Remnant will carry whatever 
you throw at it.

OUTSIDER

Understated but far from ordinary.  The Outsider is the perfect 
compact everyday wallet. Cute and looks awesome with your new 
SA bag… that’s how.

STATE OF FLUX

With its rocking stitch lines the State of Flux is super versatile, 
effortlessly cool and has just enough edge to make you stand out. 

NEW

NEW
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NEW
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DELILAH

Made for everyday or overseas travels, Delilah has plenty of 
space for passport, foreign currency, and those Teatro Abril tickets. 

DORIS

Handcrafted from full grain leather & cowhide, Doris is one of our 
largest wallets and it’ll take some serious hoarding to fill her to 
capacity.

TREACHEROUS

In the high stakes small pouch game, Treacherous is the confident yet naive 
newcomer. Perfectly sized to carry your most important gear like phone, cards, 
cash and keys.

ANARCHY

Unlike its name would suggest, the Anarchy wallet makes carrying 
all your essentials easy with enough space for folded notes, coins, 
lip gloss and a stack of cards.

NEW

NEW

DAKOTA

Here’s a wallet that has been putting some flabber back into 
people’s gasts for a little while now.

NEW

Our first keyring pouch doesn’t claim to hold everything... but it 
will take a few cards, folded notes, coins and connect to your keys 
so you’ll only need to grab one thing when you head out for your 
morning coffee.

PART T IME FRIENDS

NEW
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IN THE BEGINNING

The In The Beginning wallet is made of soft shrunken pebble leather 
and finished with matte rose gold YKK hardware. The outside 
zipper makes for easy access to your cash whilst the alternate card 
slots ensure the wallet stays compact and even when full.

NEW

NORMA

Made for the minimalist, yet perfect for all your essentials. 
Handcrafted in buttery soft Italian leather and finished with 
brushed anti-silver hardware details.
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EMPIRE

The Empire wallet is made of premium Italian croc embossed 
cowhide leather and perfect for carrying all the essentials whilst 
cutting the bulk. 

MAUD

Conservative in name only, Maud’s a born attention seeker and 
will woo your friends into stroking her smooth, printed cowhide 
while you’re not looking.

FAKE IT

Carry all your essentials in this super soft large clutch. Features 
internal card slots and zipper zone on the back for stuff you want 
to separate/easy access to.

F IXATION

Unvoiced expressions of infatuation, this clutch will have your 
friends fixated. Perfectly sized to carry all your everyday essentials. 

AUDREY

The smug confident type, Audrey is still one of our strongest  selling 
wallets. Made from full grain French calf leather and produced 
using water from the European Alps {seriously}.

NEW

INSURGENCY

Compact yet full functioning, this best seller is designed to reduce 
bulk and dramatically increase your all-round amazingness.

NEW

OCT



IDA

With her amazing pebble leather, Ida makes friends easily.  One 
of our largest wallets, she’ll carry whatever you throw at her with 
the minimum of fuss.

FEEL  THE NIGHT

Everyone can see the night, but how good would it be if you could 
Feel The Night?   Made to break metaphysical barriers, Feel The 
Night is the perfect dual purpose clutch for both day and night.

THE FALLEN

Refusing to yield, this recreant and outsider has abandoned 
convention.  Made of insanely soft bubble lamb leather and 
featuring a detachable purse (with internal iPhone 6 divider).

THE CURE

This wallet is the cure for oversized wallet syndrome, designed to 
cut the bulk but still allow you to carry all the essentials.

MOVING ON

Our slimmest zip around wallet yet. The Moving On wallet 
features matte black harware and detachable strap for the security 
conscious.

NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Top-notch Swiss movement

    Italian leather, quick release/interchangeable 18mm strap

    50 metres water resistance

    40mm matte stainless steel caseback

    Scratch resistant sapphire crystal glass

    Date indicator
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INERTIA

The Inertia watch is designed for a state of uniformed and uninterrupted motion.  
Powered by the Swiss (movement) and held on by the Italians (strap).  Made 
with quick release/interchangeable straps (sold separately) so you can have a 
new colour/look every day of the week.
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IF  I  STAY

They’re the unsung heroes in our lives, after all what would we do 
without ‘em? It’s time to show your keys some love.  Just saying.

Having survived Y2K there is now no reason to doubt that 
technology and travel are relatively safe. 

Here’s a collection of tech and travel goods designed to ensure the survival of your 
most prized possessions. With function at the fore and constructed of premium 

leathers and quality hardware. 
All our tech and travel goods come packaged in our new colour palette of whites 

and light greys with blind emboss and copper foil details. 
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VOW

Made of premium Italian leather and designed to carry all your 
travel essentials yet still fit in your back pocket.

BEFORE I  LEAVE

Now avalible in 13” and 15” (dropping in October), the ‘Before I Leave’ 
laptop case is handmade of premium shrunken pebble leather and solid YKK 
hardware. The thick internal body padding and microfibre lining provide 
additional shock absorption.

L IABIL IT Y

For toiletries or make up or both.  Unisex and waterproof, because 
you know he’ll be stealing yours.

CONQUEST

The Conquest wallet is the perfect ally for all your overseas 
expeditions.  Made of premium Italian leather and super compact, 
it’ll fit in your back pocket but still carry all the essentials. 

OF SOUND MIND

The soft shrunken cowhide leather makes for effortless uninterrupted 
mouse movement.  Whilst the suede leather backing provides the 
grip you’ll need to avoid following your mouse pad around your 
desk (simple stuff really).

HUNTER AND FOX

No more rifling through your wallet to get to your most frequently used stuff, 
keep 3-4 cards and a couple of notes close at hand.  The Hunter and Fox iPhone 
case is made to cut the fuss and improve the way you carry. Available in iPhone 
6 - X (including plus) sizes.

NEW

NEW
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We know as a guy you’re pretty keen on buying one 
wallet and using it until the world ends or you die 
(whichever comes first).

The Status Anxiety wallet range is handmade from top-
notch, won’t fall apart European leathers with sweet 
details like hidden compartments, and our dangerously 
slim snap coin pouch.

Built  to  last… no pressure, choose wisely. 
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L ENNENCLIFFORD

QUINTON

OTIS

GUS

No zippers, tabs, or unnecessary bulk.  Lennen has 6 card slots, 
our signature snap coin pouch for the loose change or to whack 
a couple of notes in. 

When others are trying desperately to lose weight to be more 
compact, Clifford is unashamedly full sized and ready to carry 
whatever you throw at it (within reason) with a minimum of fuss.  

You’d better believe it. The Quinton wallet comes out of our 
efforts to make the slimmest bifold wallet in the world.  Mission 
accomplished (perhaps). 

The profligate minimalist, Otis packs a tonne of functionality within 
his slim physique. Cards, notes & coins with the minimum of fuss.

Insanely thin, Gus is the perfect wallet for slipping in those spray on 
jeans and heading out for the night.

NATHANIEL

Made of premium Italian cow hide leather and packed with 
functionality, he’s the perfect fit for the guy who needs more room 
to move. 

NEW NEW



LEONARD

Designed so you can have access to your cash, coins and most 
frequent cards on opening. There’s also another compartment 
under the snap button for additional (less used) cards and ID 
space.

JONAH

This stallion is constructed from high grade vegetable tanned Italian leather 
{semi anilina finishing}. Made for the minimalist, the Jonah wallet remains the 
stalwart of the mens range.

ALFRED

You know those really annoying kids at school who were good at 
everything?  That’s Alfred.  Annoyingly perfect. 

NOAH

Noah is the quiet achiever of the mens wallet pack. Made of 
insanely soft leather this medium sized tri-fold wallet has all your 
bases covered. 

ETHAN

Searching for a wallet like no other, well look-eth no further...eth.  
With the ingenious magnet cash grabber (we’re still working on 
a more catchy name) you’ll be able to access your hard earned, 
with a flick of the finger.  

FL IP

One sure fire way of doubling your money is to fold it over once 
and put it back in your pocket. Made of soft calf leather, and 
stitched all card seams  - making them last twice as long as without. 
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DARIUS

Darius keeps all your affairs in order with a quick flick of the zip.

EDWIN

Made for guys who like everything in its place, the Edwin wallet 
carries a few banknotes (folded) and a handful of cards.

FEL IX

With his Argentinian cool, Felix does his thing without realising he’s 
doing his thing.

VINCENT

A wallet with multiple personalities, Vincent is about room and 
functionality without the unnecessary bulk.  Unlike most trifold 
wallets, Vincent’s press studs keep it slim even fully loaded.
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NO LIMITS

The No Limits compact weekender makes travel easy with dual 
outside pockets for quick wallet/phone/key access.

Ever wished you could live like a lumberjack in a log cabin but still 
have your morning macchiato from your local?
Made to blur function and aesthetic, Status Anxiety bags combine the 
best of both worlds.

SS/19
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SUCCESSION

This wide opening and spacious duffle is just the right size to make 
the most of aircraft cabin limits, and the thick padded detachable 
shoulder strap and handle straps make for more comfortable 
travels.
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THE FORGOT TEN MANY

The perfect weekend duffle, that’s big enough for what you need, 
but just within the aircraft cabin baggage size limits.

REBELL ION

In an act of armed resistance the Rebellion bag makes mutinous 
insubordination look like child’s play.

THE VOID

The Void bag is perfect for those tricky times when you’ve gotta 
make tracks,  fast, and with all the important stuff.

FAT OF THE LAND

Made of insanely durable thick cotton canvas and thick vege tan 
cowhide leather trim and straps the FOTL bag is guaranteed see 
you through the lean times.

MAT TER OF

The Matter Of backpack is made from thick cotton canvas that’s 
pre-washed for softness, a padded laptop sleeve and numerous 
pockets.

R ISKING ALL

The Risking All satchel has you covered, with external document 
sized pockets on the outside, and multiple internal pockets and 
padded laptop zone on the inside.



L IFE  AFTER

It’s true that nothing lasts forever, but with a little care this one might 
just last to the Life After.

ASSERTION

Made of premium cowhide leather and quality fittings, we can 
confidently assert that this belt will hold your dacks up for a really, 
really long time. The perfect everyday belt for work or play.

CIT IZEN

The Citizen belt is perfect for your daily sojourn, whether it’s work 
or the weekend. 

NATURAL CORRUPTION

The degradation from origin, the natural corruption belt holds onto 
the good. 



LONESOME TONIGHT

A belt to avoid loneliness.  Not that it can actually help with your 
social life, but if you’re wearing this belt you’re probably on the 
way out, either to work or a night out.

ONE L IT TLE  VICTORY

Sometimes you need to take your wins when you get ‘em. The One 
Little Victory belt is our skinniest belt and is made with premium 
cowhide leather and matte black hardware.

ONLY LOVERS LEFT

Prevailing over all others, this best selling belt is sure to become 
your singular love. 

NEVER NEVER 

Did you know in Britain they call a hire-purchase arrangement, 
buying on the ‘never never’?  Us neither. Unfortunately we don’t 
offer hire-purchase here but if you foot up the cash, the ‘Never 
Never belt’ will become your daily staple.

REVELRY

Who doesn’t like an occasion for some lively and noisy activities. 
The Revelry belt does casual and night with nonchalance.

ALL  WE HAVE

All We Have, is the perfect staple tan belt to compliment that 
carefree boho look you’ve got going on. 



Everyone likes to cut a good first impression. 
Here’s a few examples of the packaging and retail visual 
merchandising displays that’ll come with your Status Anxiety gear.
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Status Anxiety Holdings Pty Ltd
Sydney Head Office  (+61 2 9525 3064 )

sales@statusanxiety.com.au
www.statusanxiety.com


